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Why you should choose FCS 
We Are Passionate about what we do 

Each member of team has been carefully handpicked for their shared interest in 

engineering and their breadth of experience; as we love and value everything we do we 

ensure its done right the first time. 

 

We cater to YOUR Engineering needs 

We Project Manage, we listen to our customers and create bespoke solutions to their 

unique problems with step-by-step support but also offer tailored services such as 

commissioning, repair, maintenance and electrical labour hire as required.  We also offer 

the more traditional electrical services such as - switchgear, distribution boards, panel 

building (certified), cable runs, electrical installation and much more. 

 

We provide advice on energy saving methods 

We offer free Energy Saving site surveys. These range from the investigation of existing 

lighting, machinery, to Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning (HVAC) 

improvements.  Across these areas massive energy and efficiency savings can easily be 

realised, maximising profit margins and offsetting investments in site improvement. 

As we possess 'Siemens Solution Partner' status we can also assist with organising 

Siemens Finance which, is repaid by the customer out of their energy savings.  This 

assures sound returns for little to no capital investment and also ensures an industry 

professional and sound investment strategy in energy saving plant upgrade projects that 

are often overlooked due to maintenance or upgrade budgetary constraints. 

 

We are qualified and experienced automation & controls specialists 

Our broad knowledge and experience in other PLC systems ranges from Allen Bradley 

through to Mitsubishi.  We have 17th Edition and CompEx certified engineers, with 

experience in designing and installing hazardous area equipment, electrical installations 

and inspections of ATEX and IECEx equipment and instrumentation. Our products adhere 

to various British, European and International Standards within our design and 

manufacturing process, we offer advice to clients on the implications of the standards 

and participating in risk analysis and HAZOP processes with clients. These include BS EN 

Machinery and Software Safety Integrity Level (SIL) standards.  As such we can design, 

build and support machinery to any standard required. 

 

We design equipment to Your specification 

From bespoke to mass produce equipment we have designed, manufactured, installed 

and support, ranging from agricultural controls such as grain dryers, temperature control 

systems, sawmill equipment, monitoring systems, crop spraying, GSM alert units, factory 

power provision, sawmill machinery, switchgear, plant machinery control, process & 

conveyor systems, large Reel Drive Systems (RDS) to complex interlinked multi-winch 

systems on huge subsea pipe laying vessels. 

 

We are committed for the life of the system, not just the project, as we 

stand by the quality of our design. 

Aftersales warranty and support for our products is a matter of course– ranging from 

informal telephone support or on-site support to even tailor made contractual support 

options.  Standard and bespoke PLC training courses are also available. 

 


